
Teacher Incentive Allotment

Designation System

Teacher Incentive Allotment Overview

House Bill 3 (HB 3) was passed by the 86th Texas Legislature in 2019 and signed into law. This legislation

established the Teacher Incentive Allotment (TIA) to reward, retain, and recruit effective teachers in the

classroom. Through the TIA, teachers have the opportunity to earn one of three designations: Recognized,

Exemplary, and Master. These teacher designations generate supplemental compensation in addition to the

district’s compensation plan. This is additional funding provided by the State of Texas and it will not impact the

salary provided by Azle ISD. All teachers will continue to be paid their Azle ISD salary. If a teacher earns a TIA

Designation then the additional funds will be added to the salary provided by Azle ISD.

There are two pathways to earning a designation:

● National Board Certification

● Local Designation System

By statute, the amount of the allotment generated by teacher designations is dependent upon the designation

level of the teacher, the social-economic status of the campus where the teacher serves as well as the rural status

of the campus. The TIA is designed to reward the top 33% of teachers across the state of Texas.

Master Teacher

A Master teacher designation generates between $12,000 - $32,000 in additional funding and is awarded to the

top 5% of teachers across the state based on their teacher observation data and student growth outcomes.

Exemplary Teacher

An Exemplary teacher designation generates between $6,000 - $18,000 in additional funding and is awarded to

the top 20% of teachers across the state based on their teacher observation data and student growth outcomes.

Recognized Teacher

A Recognized teacher designation generates between $3,000 - $9,000 in additional funding and is awarded to the

top 33% of teachers across the state based on their teacher observation data and student growth outcomes.

National Board Certification

National Board Certification is a voluntary advanced professional certification for PreK–12 educators that

identify teaching expertise through a performance-based, peer-reviewed assessment. Teachers are certified based
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on standards set by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). A teacher must have

completed three years of successful teaching in one or more early childhood, elementary, middle or secondary

schools.

National Board Certified Teachers (NBCTs) are eligible to earn a designation if they meet the following criteria:

● Hold an active lifetime, one-year, or standard Texas certification issued by the State Board for Educator

Certification (SBEC) in a teacher, reading specialist, or Legacy Master Teacher class of certification. Teachers

with an intern or probationary certificates are not eligible.

● Hold an active National Board certification.

● NBCT directory listing reflects Texas residency and/or employment.

● Reported by the above Texas school system in a role ID coded as 087 during that year's Class Roster Winter

Submission in February.

● Once earned, the designation will remain active until July following the expiration of the National Board

certificate.

TIA Minimum Performance Standards

To implement the Teacher Incentive Allotment, House Bill 3 required the setting of “performance and validity

standards” to ensure that the identification of highly effective teachers under the three designation categories –

Master, Exemplary, and Recognized – yield reliable and comparable results across the state.

All cohort applicants are expected to use performance standards along with district teacher observation and

student growth data to determine which teachers qualify for designations. Part of the data validation process

includes a review of the accuracy of how district systems align their designations to the statewide performance

standards.

TEA Teacher Observation Minimum Performance Standards

The following table shows the minimum average scores across T-TESS domains 2 and 3 to achieve each level of

designation (Recognized, Exemplary, and Master).

More information can be found in TEA’s Teacher Observation Performance Standards document.
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TEA Student Growth Performance Standards

The percentages below are the statewide performance standards for student growth in each of the three teacher

designations levels, regardless of the student growth measure used. More information can be found in TEA’s

Student Growth Performance Standards document.

Azle ISD District Designation System: Plan Development

Stakeholders & Feedback

AISD formed a TIA Planning Committee charged with creating the local teacher designation system in

alignment with statewide performance standards. The committee included district leaders, campus-based leaders,

teachers and a board member.

On-going feedback was gathered from district meetings and campus facilities throughout the planning year. The

TIA Planning Committee implemented feedback from stakeholder groups into the design of the local

designation system.

Committee Decisions

The TIA Planning Committee needed to answer three crucial questions in order to design the district TIA

system.

1. Who can earn a designation?

a. Eligible campuses and teaching assignments

b. If not all teachers, will we expand in future years?

2. How will we designate?

a. Observations, student growth measures, optional components

b. Performance standards and weighting/teacher categories

3. How will we compensate?

a. Distribution of funds
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Pathways to Designation in Azle ISD

The committee designated two pathways to designation for the 2022-2023 school year.

TIA System Evaluation and Expansion

The AISD TIA Planning Committee will continue to meet throughout the school year to address questions

and/or concerns that arise. The committee will gather feedback from other stakeholders to ensure continuous

improvement of the system. Additional courses will be considered for expansion of the AISD TIA System.

Departments will propose student growth measures to the TIA Planning Committee for specific courses. AISD

will submit TIA applications in future cohorts to add committee recommended courses.

Teacher Evaluation: T-TESS

The Texas Teacher Evaluation & Support System (T-TESS) is the state-adopted teacher appraisal instrument and

is composed of 4 Domains. For the purposes of TIA, only the data from Domains 2 and 3 will be included in the

calculation for determining teacher designations.

T-TESS Domains 2 and 3

For the calculation of the TIA score only T-TESS Domains 2 and 3 are considered. These two domains focus on

instruction and the learning environment. Per TEA, to be eligible to earn a designation, the teacher must have a

minimum score of proficient in each dimension for Domains 2 and 3.

● Instruction (Domain 2)

○ Achieving Expectations (Dimension 2.1)

○ Content Knowledge and Expertise (Dimension 2.2)

○ Communication (Dimension 2.3)

○ Differentiation (Dimension 2.4)

○ Monitor and Adjust (Dimension 2.5)

● Learning Environment (Domain 3)

○ Classroom Environment, Routines, and Procedures (Dimension 3.1)

○ Managing Student Behavior (Dimension 3.2)

○ Classroom Culture (Dimension 3.3)
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T-TESS Observations for TIA Eligible Assignments

● (1) 45-minute observation

T-TESS Composite Score

The T-TESS score is an average of the summative scores for the Instruction (D2) and Learning Environment

(D3). Below is an example of a T-TESS Composite score calculation.

Student Growth Measure

Student Growth Instrument

The instrument used to measure student growth depends on the grade level and subject area:

● 1-12 ELA Teachers - NWEA MAP

● K-8, Algebra I, Algebra II & Geometry Math Teachers - NWEA MAP

● 5-8 & Biology Science Teachers- NWEA MAP

Student Rosters

● Students who meet all three criteria will be included in a teacher’s student growth calculation:

○ teacher of record at beginning of year student growth assessment (mid-September)

○ teacher of record at middle of year student growth assessment (mid-January)

○ teacher of record at end of year student growth assessment (mid-April/May)
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● If the district has to move a teacher to a new teaching assignment after the BOY assessment, resulting in a new

set of students, the teacher and district will work together to determine the TIA student roster for growth

calculation.

Teachers with Multiple Subjects

● Student growth will be calculated based on all tests taken for each eligible course.

● For example:

○ If a teacher teaches both English I and English II, then the growth measure would consist of all students

in both courses.

○ If a teacher is self-contained in Grade 1, then the growth measure would consist of all student scores for

both Math and Reading.

Minimum Number of Scores

● To be able to calculate a student growth score for a teacher, there must be at least 5 growth measure scores.

○ It is possible that this could come from as few as 3 students if multiple tests are taken in that setting.

TIA Eligibility & Scoring

Teacher Eligibility

In order to be eligible for a TIA designation through the AISD system a teacher must:

● be coded as a teacher (code 087) when reported to TEA through the Public Education Information

Management System (PEIMS);

● be a teacher in one of the following areas:

○ 1-8 Reading, English I-VI (excluding intervention, AP or elective credit courses)

○ K-8, Algebra I, Algebra II or Geometry Math (excluding intervention, AP or elective credit courses)

○ 5-8 and Biology I Science (excluding intervention, AP or elective credit courses)

● be the teacher of record for the same eligible course at the BOY, MOY and EOY assessments.

○ Note: If the district has to move a teacher to a new teaching assignment after the BOY assessment,

resulting in a new set of students, the teacher and district will work together to determine the TIA

student roster for growth calculation.

If a teacher is unsure if they teach a TIA qualifying course, refer to Appendix A. A list of specific courses with

their official course number is provided.
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The following departments/courses will continue to research viable student growth measures and may be

considered for future TIA applications.

● Special Education

● Fine Arts

● 5-12 Social Studies

● Additional High School Mathematics

● Additional High School Science

● K-4  Science

● World Languages

● Career & Technical Education Courses

● Physical Education

● Advanced Placement

Scoring

TIA designations are determined based on the TIA score, a weighted combination of the teacher appraisal

(Domains 2 & 3) composite score and student growth composite score. In order to determine annual teacher

eligibility for a TIA designation, the following steps are completed at the district-level end-of-year data analysis:

● EOY Roster Verification

● Collection of student growth measure data by teacher using verified student roster

● Collection of T-TESS summative data

● Calculation of TIA score, designation recommendation based on the TIA score

Student Growth

The student growth score is calculated for all teachers with student growth results for students meeting

enrollment criteria. The percentage is calculated based on the sum of students meeting growth expectations

across content areas and the sum of tested students across content areas. Percentages are rounded to the nearest

whole percent (no decimals).

A student will only be counted in the growth calculation one time per teacher for each assessment. For example,

if a student has the same teacher for English II and Journalism, the student can only be used once in the growth

measure because the same assessment is used to measure growth in both classes.

The student growth score is translated to a 5-point T-TESS aligned scale using the Student Growth Measure

Composite Score Translation Table (see Appendix B).
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Designation Calculation & Score Ranges

The composite score for designation is calculated using 60% of the student growth score and 40% of the T-TESS

score. Once the TIA Score is calculated, the designation is determined by the ranges listed below. Per TEA, to be

eligible to earn a designation, the teacher must have a minimum score of proficient in each dimension for

Domains 2 and 3.

See Appendix C for example calculations.

Designation Level Overall Calculated Score

No Designation 3.67 and below

Recognized 3.68 - 3.91

Exemplary 3.92 - 4.48

Master 4.49 and above

Data Submission

TIA data and designation recommendations will be submitted to Texas Tech for validation of all eligible TIA

teachers in November following the data collection year. In order to have TIA data and designation submitted to

Texas Tech and TEA the teacher must continue to be employed in a Teaching (087) position in Azle ISD.

Appeals

Appeals can be made by TIA participants. There are two reasons a teacher may want to appeal in the TIA system:

● have a student(s) added or removed from the MOY or EOY roster that will determine the student growth

score. These appeals will occur in January for MOY and June after EOY rosters have been sent to teachers.

● Ask for the final TIA score to be reviewed and possible recalculation. Designation notification and final TIA

score will be delivered to teachers in the fall following data collection. If a teacher believes the TIA score and/or

designation is incorrect they will be given an opportunity to appeal prior to data submission to Texas Tech in

November.

All appeals must be submitted by the deadline. Appeals submitted after the deadline will not be considered
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TIA Designation Evaluation and Frequency

Evaluation of teacher eligibility for a TIA designation is considered annually. This means that every year a

teacher receives a T-TESS evaluation and has an approved student growth measure data, the teacher’s TIA score

will be calculated and the teacher has an opportunity to meet TIA eligibility:

● Teachers with an existing TIA designation will not be annually resubmitted for designation within their

five-year valid TIA designation period if they continue to meet the same designation level - example, a teacher

that earned an Exemplary TIA designation during 2022-2023 would not be submitted to maintain their TIA

Exemplary designation in 2023-2024 if they continue to earn a qualifying Exemplary designation TIA score and

meet the minimum teacher appraisal and student growth component minimums.

● Teachers with an existing TIA designation will be resubmitted for a higher designation within their five-year

valid TIA designation period if a subsequent year performance earns a higher TIA designation - for example, a

teacher that earned a Recognized TIA designation during 2022-2023 could be submitted in 2023-2024 for a

Master TIA designation if they earn a qualifying Master TIA score and meet the teacher appraisal and student

growth component minimums.

● Teachers with an existing TIA designation will not be resubmitted to lower a TIA designation within their

five-year valid TIA designation period.

TIA Allotments by Campus

The TIA program is available to all Texas school districts and open-enrollment charter schools. The amount of

TIA funds generated is determined by a formula that considers campus characteristics, including student

socioeconomic status and campus location:

● Schools with greater student needs based on socioeconomic factors generate more TIA funds per TIA

designated teacher.

● Rural schools generate more TIA funds per TIA designated teacher based on a higher multiplier applied to

students based on socioeconomic factors.

For more information about the TIA allotment calculations, see TEA’s Teacher Incentive Allotment page.

For more information about the specific amount of TIA funds generated by TIA designated teachers at every

campus across the state, see TEA’s Teacher Incentive Allotment Funding Map. Allotment amounts are

recalculated by TEA every April.
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TIA Designation Compensation

Distribution of TIA Compensation

The statute requires that 90% of TIA funds be distributed directly to teachers and no more than 10% of the funds

be spent on supporting elements of TIA. Azle ISD has distributed TIA funds as follows:

● 90% of the teacher TIA allotment will be distributed directly to the individual TIA-designated teacher minus

the fees for TRS and benefits.

● 10% of the teacher TIA allotment will be reserved at the district level to support district oversight of the

implementation of TIA and the ongoing development of TIA resources and professional development.

Eligibility for TIA Compensation

● If a Designated Teacher leaves the district prior to Winter Roster Verification (generally in February of each

school year) then the Designated Teacher will not receive any TIA funds because no TIA funds will be generated

to the district from the state.

● If a Designated Teacher moves campuses within Azle ISD during the school year, then Azle ISD will provide

the funding to the Designated teacher based on the campus where the Designated Teacher worked during

Winter Roster (generally in February).

● If a Designated Teacher moves to the district prior to Winter Roster Verification then the Designated Teacher

will receive the allotment of funds generated by the state at the campus where the teacher is teaching during

Winter Roster Verification. The spending plan will be the same for newly hired Designated teachers.

Frequency of TIA Compensation

TIA compensation is an annual allotment provided by the State and subject to the availability of state funding

allocations.

● Azle ISD will provide the TIA compensation to teachers through a lump sum payment (as a separate

check/EFT from the district) on or before June 30 of each year that a teacher generates funding for a TIA

designation.

Related TIA Compensation Calculations

TIA compensation stipends will be eligible for use when calculating retirement benefits for TRS-eligible staff.

Employees are responsible to pay both the employee and employer benefits and tax costs in excess of what TIA

funding covers. Actual TIA compensation amounts distributed will include deductions for federal income tax,

Medicare tax, and TRS contributions as part of an employee’s annual wages reported to the state and federal

governments, as well as the Teacher Retirement System (TRS).
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Annual TIA Cycle

Process Step Timeline Description

Teaching &

Orientation

August ●Training on TIA, new designation system, and T-TESS observation

instrument

● Principal communicates school & district goals to inform teacher

goal setting

● Teachers check for TIA eligibility

Student Fall

Assessment BOY

September ●MAP Growth - Reading, Math & Science

Goal Setting

Conference

September ●Evaluator and teacher review and agree on goals and professional

learning plan

T-TESS

Walkthrough

Observations

September-

May

● TTESS Walkthrough(s)

● Focus on T-TESS Domains 2 & 3

Extended

Observations w/

Conference

October- April ● One 45-minute observation

● Written feedback and conference

● MOY Roster Verification

Summative

Evaluation

April-May ● Includes review of all four T-TESS domains

● Focus on T-TESS Domains 2 & 3

● Written feedback and conference required

Student Spring

Assessment EOY

April-May ●MAP Growth - Reading, Math & Science

End of Year Data

Review

May-June ● Teachers review and reflect on student growth goals and student

growth outcomes

● Campuses and departments compile data for the final TIA evaluation

process

EOY Roster

Verification

May ● Teachers will receive a roster that includes all students who will be

part of the student growth calculation

● Teachers will verify the roster and turn it in during teacher checkout

● Teachers can appeal if they want a student included/removed from

the roster

Evaluation Rating

& TIA

June-July ● District analyzes T-TESS and student growth data

● District finalizes TIA scores and determines TIA designation

eligibility

● Teachers receive final TIA scores and designation eligibility
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Data Verification

Audit

August ● Teachers can request data verification audit and provide

corresponding documentation to support review

Data Submission November

2023

● Data submitted to Texas Tech for validation

Final Notification

of Data Validity &

Reliability

February-April

2024

● Texas Tech notifies district of data review results

● Teachers receive notification of designation

TIA Designation

Payout

June 2024 ● Designated teachers receive a lump sum payout for designation

Helpful Resources

Azle ISD Resources

● AISD TIA Website

Texas Education Agency Resources

● TEA HB3: Teacher Incentive Allotment Details

● TEA HB3: Teacher Incentive Allotment FAQ

● TEA Teacher Incentive Allotment

● TEA Teacher Incentive Allotment Funding Allotment Map

● TEA Student Growth Performance Standards Document

● TEA Teacher Observation Performance Standards Document
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Appendix A: 2022-2023 TIA Designation Eligible Courses

Dept. Course Name TEA Course Student Growth Measure

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 1 02625010 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 2 02625020 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 3 02625030 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 4 02625040 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 5 02625050 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 6 03200510 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 7 03200520 MAP Reading

ELA Honors English Language Arts, Grade 7 03200520 MAP Reading

ELA English Language Arts, Grade 8 03200530 MAP Reading

ELA Honors English Language Arts, Grade 8 03200530 MAP Reading

ELA English I 03220100 MAP Reading

ELA Honors English I 03220100 MAP Reading

ELA English For Speakers of Other Languages I 03200600 MAP Reading

ELA English II 03220200 MAP Reading

ELA Honors English II 03220200 MAP Reading

ELA English For Speakers of Other Languages II 03200700 MAP Reading

ELA English III 03220300 MAP Reading

ELA English For Speakers of Other Languages III 84000XXX MAP Reading

ELA English IV 03220400 MAP Reading

ELA OnRamps English IV 03220400 MAP Reading

Math Mathematics, Kindergarten 01020000 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 1 02640010 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 2 02640020 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 3 02640030 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 4 02640040 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 5 02640050 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 6 02820000 MAP Math
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Math Mathematics, Grade 7 03103000 MAP Math

Math Honors Mathematics, Grade 7 03103000 MAP Math

Math Mathematics, Grade 8 03103100 MAP Math

Math Algebra I 03100500 MAP Math

Math Honors Algebra I 03100500 MAP Math

Math Algebra II 03100600 MAP Math

Math Honors Algebra II 03100600 MAP Math

Math Geometry 03100700 MAP Math

Math Honors Geometry 03100700 MAP Math

Science Science, Grade 5 02650500 MAP Science

Science Science, Grade 6 02830000 MAP Science

Science Science, Grade 7 03060700 MAP Science

Science Honors Science, Grade 7 03060700 MAP Science

Science Science, Grade 8 03060800 MAP Science

Science Honors Science, Grade 8 03060800 MAP Science

Science Biology I 03010200 MAP Science

Science Honors Biology I 03010200 MAP Science

Appendix B: Student Growth Measure Composite Score Conversion
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Appendix C: TIA Calculation Examples
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Elementary Example

Self-Contained 3rd Grade

MAP Growth Results Excerpt of Student Growth Conversion Table

Subject # of Roster

Students

# of Students Who

Met or Exceeded

Growth

% of Students Who Met of

Exceeded Expected Growth

Levels

Student

Growth Scale

Score

MAP Reading 18 11 62% 4.05

MAP Math 18 12 63% 4.11

Total 36 23 64% 4.16

Calculation 23/36= 64% 65% 4.22

T-TESS Dimension Summative Rating Score Component Score

2.1 Achieving Expectations 4 T-TESS Average 3.75

2.2 Content Knowledge 4 3.75 (average) x 40%(weight)= 1.5

2.3 Communication 4 Student Growth 4.16

2.4 Differentiation 3 4.16 (conversion) x 60% (weight)= 2.50

2.5 Monitor & Adjust 3 TIA Score (1.5 + 2.50)= 4.0

3.1 Classroom Environment 4 Teacher Designation

No Designation: 3.67 and below

Recognized: 3.68-3.91

Exemplary: 3.92-4.48

Masters: 4.49 and above

3.2 Managing Behaviors 4

3.3 Classroom Culture 4

T-TESS Average Score 3.75

Secondary Example
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High School ELA Teacher (4 Sections of English I, 3 Sections of English II)

MAP Growth Results Excerpt of Student Growth Conversion Table

Subject # of Roster

Students

# of Students Who

Met or Exceeded

Growth

% of Students Who Met of

Exceeded Expected Growth

Levels

Student

Growth Scale

Score

English I

MAP Reading

120 87 70% 4.49

English II

MAP Reading

84 59 71% 4.54

Total 204 146 72% 4.60

Calculation 146/204= 72% 73% 4.65

T-TESS Dimension Summative Rating Score Component Score

2.1 Achieving Expectations 4 T-TESS Average 4.0

2.2 Content Knowledge 4 4.00 (average) x 40%(weight)= 1.6

2.3 Communication 4 Student Growth 4.60

2.4 Differentiation 4 4.60 (conversion) x 60% (weight)= 2.76

2.5 Monitor & Adjust 4 TIA Score (1.6 + 2.76)= 4.36

3.1 Classroom Environment 4 Teacher Designation

No Designation: 3.67 and below

Recognized: 3.68-3.91

Exemplary: 3.92-4.48

Masters: 4.49 and above

3.2 Managing Behaviors 4

3.3 Classroom Culture 4

T-TESS Average Score 4.0
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